
Political Sociology
Tutorial 4 | Social Capital 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20140805175429-1312923-degrees-of-social-capital-creating-the-responsive-organisation


On the banners of the French Revolution 
was inscribed a triad of ideals — liberty, 
equality, and fraternity.

Fraternity, as the French democrats 
intended it, was another name for what I 
term “social capital.”

Putnam, Bowling Alone, 2000, p. 491

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bowling_Alone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bowling_Alone


http://www.bmvr.marseille.fr/in/sites/marseille/accueil


Human capital

Social capital

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20140805175429-1312923-degrees-of-social-capital-creating-the-responsive-organisation
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/EXTSOCIALDEVELOPMENT/EXTTSOCIALCAPITAL/0,,contentMDK:20193049~menuPK:418220~pagePK:148956~piPK:216618~theSitePK:401015,00.html


https://gensdeconfiance.com/fr/
https://gensdeconfiance.com/fr/


Offline community support

Online community support

‘Online’ and ‘Offline’ Social Capital

http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/10584609.2016.1227000
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/10584609.2016.1227000
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/10584609.2016.1227000
https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/retooling-politics/146A770F6DF312C1AF1B34A8C7AF35CF
https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/retooling-politics/146A770F6DF312C1AF1B34A8C7AF35CF
https://www.cambridge.org/tk/titles/logic-connective-action-digital-media-and-personalization-contentious-politics?format=AR
https://www.cambridge.org/tk/titles/logic-connective-action-digital-media-and-personalization-contentious-politics?format=AR


http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2224874
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2224874


● Polio vaccination in Nigeria

○ Herd immunity

○ Influential leaders

● U.S. donations to the Global Fund

○ Contingent cooperation

○ Preferential imitation

● Ratification of the Kyoto protocol

○ Domino effect

○ Public goods game

Cooperation (Henrich and Henrich 2007)

https://global.oup.com/academic/product/why-humans-cooperate-9780195314236?cc=fr&lang=en&
https://global.oup.com/academic/product/why-humans-cooperate-9780195314236?cc=fr&lang=en&


Reading 4

Robert D. Putnam
Making Democracy Work. 
Civic Traditions in Modern Italy
Princeton University Press
1994

https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691037387/making-democracy-work
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691037387/making-democracy-work


https://www.reddit.com/r/europe/comments/xzspe/italy_is_a_divided_nation_a_depressed_south_and_a/


Gross Domestic Product

2004

Perception of corruption

c. 1997

http://www.anti-corr.ru/archive/golden_picci.pdf
http://www.econ.uiuc.edu/~hrtdmrt2/Teaching/Spatial_Econometrics_2016/L6/L6_Explaining_GDP_Using_Spatial_Econometrics.pdf
http://www.econ.uiuc.edu/~hrtdmrt2/Teaching/Spatial_Econometrics_2016/L6/L6_Explaining_GDP_Using_Spatial_Econometrics.pdf


Making Democracy Work. Civic Traditions
in Modern Italy (1993)

Survey of local councillors

Fieldwork in six regions

Theorization of social capital 
in institutional development

See also Bowling Alone 
(USA, 2000)



Problem statement

How does society handle dilemmas of collective action 
that markets cannot resolve?

● public goods (e.g. clean air)

● tragedies of the commons (e.g. sheep grazing)

● logic of collective action (e.g. going on strike)

● prisoner’s dilemma (e.g. delation)



Hobbesian perspective: invoke intervention of Leviathan

● Problem: absence of sanctions for defectors

● Solution: third party enforcement

Fundamental issues

● Theoretical: unstable equilibrium

● Empirical: underpredicts voluntary cooperation

Classical solution



Social capital

is what e.g. rotating credit associations use to resolve 
dilemmas of collective action without Leviathan

Components 1. Trust (mutual confidence)

(collective, self-reinforcing public good)

(conversely, distrust is self-fulfilling)

2. Norms of reciprocity

3. Networks of civic engagement



Norms

● third party control over individual action

● justified by positive externalities (consequences)

Reciprocity

● Balanced: simultaneous exchange of equivalent value

● Generalized: asynchronous, balanced in the long term

Generalized reciprocity



Networks of interpersonal communication

● formal and informal, horizontal and vertical

● intense horizontal interaction through weak ties

Positive side effects on cooperation

● increased sanctions for defectors

● higher information about trustworthiness

Networks of civic engagement



c. 2010–2011

https://content.sciendo.com/view/journals/esrp/25/1/article-p29.xml
https://content.sciendo.com/view/journals/esrp/25/1/article-p29.xml


 QUESTIONS 



10 minute break

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0068646/


Presentation 
workshop

https://www.archives.gov/founding-docs/constitution/how-did-it-happen
https://www.archives.gov/founding-docs/constitution/how-did-it-happen


Presentation roadmap

Based on previous workshops

1. Finding a topic
(through e.g. academic blogs)

2. Producing a research question
(i.e. an empirical, conceptual and theoretical problem)

3. Conducting a literature review
(of answers provided in existing scientific research)

4. Reading and organising sources
(you should be around here)



● Primary sources sources are data that you directly analyze 
(e.g. speeches, interviews that you conducted, archives)

● Secondary sources are existing studies that someone else 
has conducted on your topic (or on anything else)
(based on data that you therefore did not collect)

● Your presentation uses mostly secondary sources

○ See previous workshop on finding/accessing sources

○ See course readings for examples of how to cite them 
(Harvard-style format)

Sources



● Qualitative data: see previous workshop
(books, articles, reports etc.)

● Quantitative data: example data sources
(check websites and reports)

● Figures and tables: to be found in the first two above
(not quasi-randomly via Google Images…)

● Beware of polls conducted for newspapers
(show some discernment)

Example secondary sources

https://f.briatte.org/teaching/quanti/data


Questions to ask yourself

For each source that you plan to use –

1. What was the purpose of the study? (question)

2. Who collected the information? (authors)

3. What data were actually collected? (sources)

4. When were the data collected? (observation period)

5. How were the data acquired? (data collection strategy)

6. How consistent is the data with other sources? 
(triangulation)



1. Cite the original source of all figures and tables
2. Refer to appendix figures and tables at least once
3. Interpret all shown content for your reader(s)

https://www.reddit.com/r/europe/comments/xzspe/italy_is_a_divided_nation_a_depressed_south_and_a/


Questions to structure your group discussions

Aim at identifying the following about your topic

1. What do we know about it? (the bare facts, and some 
assessment of how much the topic has been studied)

2. How do we know about it? (the methods of data collection 
and data analysis used to inquire about the facts)

3. What explanations have been provided? (competing/rival 
theories, which will disagree on some core assumptions)

4. What concepts underlie the analysis? (the case study, its 
definition, and the overall themes it addresses)



 QUESTIONS 



Next session
Read della Porta and
Diani 2006



♯ Tracklist for Tutorial 4

● Nino Rota, “The Godfather Waltz” (1972)

(instrumental)

● Trust, “Antisocial” (1980)

Tu marches tel un robot dans les couloirs du métro
Les gens ne te touchent pas, faut faire le premier pas

● Scred Connexion, “B.E.Z.B.A.R” (2009)

Ailleurs je suis du-per, ailleurs j’ai besoin d’aide
Mais j’ai tous mes repères à B.E.Z.B.A.R

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PPskYVBqdNw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WfD8Dnh2xho
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=asc_14q9uj8

